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I.   IDENTIFICATION

II.   PERSONS RESPONSIBLE

A.   Architect/Planner

B.   Client

C.   Project Affiliates / Consultants

SHELTER

STREET 318,  AL QOUZ 4

DUBAI UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

RASHID & AHMED BIN SHABIB (INDEPENDENT) 

NAD AL SHIBA (2) / DMC, LOFTS 2B, OFFICE 410

DUBAI 59

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES +9714 .434.5655 

+9714 .430.8012 rashid@shelter.ae / ahmed@shelter.ae

RASHID SHABIB / AHMED SHABIB / MANABU OZAWA

RASHID & AHMED BIN SHABIB (INDEPENDENT) 

NAD AL SHIBA (2) / DMC, LOFTS 2B, OFFICE 410

DUBAI 59

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES +9714 .434.5655 

+9714 .430.8012 rashid@shelter.ae / ahmed@shelter.ae

AHMED BIN SHABIB DIRECTOR & FOUNDER

RASHID BIN SHABIB

MANABU OZAWA

SAADIA ZAHID

MASTER DEVELOPER & FOUNDER

INTERIOR & CREATIVE DESIGN

CURATOR



(please specify year and month)

 A. Commission

B. Design

C. Construction

 D. Occupancy

Remarks, if any:

(please indicate in square metres)

A. Total Site Area

B. Ground Floor Area

C.  Total Combined Floor Area
 including basement(s),ground floor(s) and all upper floors)

Remarks, if any:

(please specify the amounts in local currencies and provide the equivalents in US dollars.  Specify the dates and the rates of exchange
in US dollars at the time.)

A.  Total Initial Budget

B.  Cost of  Land

C.  Analysis of Actual Costs

   1. Infrastructure

   2. Labour

   3. Materials

   4. Landscaping

   5. Professional Fees

   6. Other

  D.  Total Actual Costs
        (without land)

  E. Actual Cost
       (per sq. meter)

Remarks, if any, on costs:

Amount in
Local Currency

Amount in
US dollars

Exchange Rate Date
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CompletionCommencement

Commencement Completion
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III.   TIMETABLE

IV.   AREAS AND SURFACES

V.   ECONOMICS

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT - MARCH 2007

JUNE 2008 AUGUST 2008

AUGUST 2008 DECEMBER 2008

PHASE ONE . DECEMBER 2008 // PHASE TWO . FEBRUARY 2009

35,000 SQ FT

15,400 SQ FT

15,400 SQ FT

THE BUILDING USE TO BE 

865,450 235,817 3.67 OCT . 9 . 2009

3.6733,095161,460 OCT . 9 . 2009

3.6715.3156.19 OCT . 9 . 2009

OCT . 9 . 20093.678,84632,465

OCT . 9 . 20093.67102,351375,630

OCT . 9 . 20093.677,19326,400

OCT . 9 . 20093.6733,087121,430

OCT . 9 . 20093.6751,243148,065

OCT . 9 . 20093.67235,817865,450

The property was an abandoned property and has been reclaimed by the government, the government has leased the property to The 
Shelter understanding the motives behind the cause and concept. This process was ongoing and long and required senior approvals on His 
Highness Sheikh Majed Bin Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum's level.  

LONG LEASELONG LEASELONG LEASELONG LEASE
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VI.   PROJECT DESCRIPTION

VII.   MATERIALS, STRUCTURE, AND CONSTRUCTION

The Shelter is a flexible and cost-effective community workspace that provides a unique office infrastructure aimed at nurturing 
entrepreneurship within small businesses in Dubai and the greater Middle East.  An intellectual haven for forward thinkers and like-minded 
creatives to connect and exchange ideas, The Shelter offers the ideal environment in which to convert social interaction into successful 
businesses.  
 
Personal Space 
The Shelter provides ergonomically sound workspaces with the required flexibility to cater for all manner of business set-ups, from the 
solitary entrepreneur to the office party-of-five. With all media provided, The Shelter looks to rid start-up companies of all unnecessary 
logistical complications. 
 
Cinema  
The Shelter’s custom-designed mini-auditorium provides the necessary media required for full company presentations, whilst at the same 
time offering the comfort and warmth one would expect from a small art-house cinema. 
Private screenings, independent movies, documentaries and event-related films will be exclusive for members and residents of the shelter.  
 
Library  
Housing over a thousand books and magazines whose subject matter ranges in from architecture and art to lifestyle and other cultural 
interests. A body of reference texts, relevant to the various disciplines that the Shelter caters for, members are entitled to take books to their 
respective workstations as and when they wish. 

Events  
With a variety of workspaces on offer, The Shelter has the facilities to cater for events of all shapes, sizes and varieties. Already a popular 
setting for lectures, product launches and press conferences, the Al-Quoz campus has even extended its function repertoire to movie 
screenings, music album launches and various other highbrow networking events. 

Brasserie  
Offering affordable fare, freshly-prepared on-site by one of the most reputable café chains in the region, The Brasserie will be operated by 
Intelligent Food; the creators of mOre Cafe, mOre ice cream, remO and other valued brands within the local food industry. Supplying a 
healthy and convenient option for food and drink, this is an association that continues to benefit both The Shelter and its members alike. 

Garden  
The shelter hosts a Zen-style garden for the benefit of its members, to be used as an anti-space to the usual place of work. A simple and 
serene grass area containing chairs and beanbags, it offers a refuge where members can dine, relax, network or simply socialize outdoors. 

Founded on an abandoned nail factory, the Shelter is extremely unique in build quality. Located in an industrial zone called "Al Doz.." the 
shelter offers a space where creative individuals, start ups and others a space to be creative in and work.  
 
Structure 
Recognizing that there is very little historic structures in Dubai, we decided to keep as much of the building intact to offer a bit of history 
within the building. The structure was a standard brick and mortar build, with two mezzanine built from steel structure on the north and 
south side of the building for management and raw material storage respectively. The walls were also kept intact a sit showed the age of the 
building and added character to the building.  
 
Construction 
Minimum construction was required for the shelter as a lot of the development were focused on the interior of the space. Replacing the old 
roof from an asbestos based structure to more modern insulated roof build to ensure maintain the inner climate from the heat.  
 
Used interlock & flooring 
Much of the materials used in the shelter is secondary or pre used materials. The reason for this is in line with the shelter's philosophy to 
build an environment that is natural, organic and environmentally conscience -thus using second hand material for flooring, build, 
interlocks, outdoor flooring,  
 
MDF material source 
Most of the materials used to build of the offices, tables, library and others have been selected  is constructed using MDF (Medium Density 
fiberboard) which is a compound of mixed wood material and is considered to be environmentally conscience. With that in mind, the shelter 
has constructed  complete library that houses over 5,000 books and office desks for over 36 tenants.  
 
Bespoke furniture 
focusing on the mandate of supporting regional talent and production, the Shelter has commissioned local industrial designers to develop 
the lounge area, seating system, work spaces and other products. This allowed us to believe in the talents of our community and become a 
concept built by the community for the community.  
 
 
 



Name (please print)

Signature Date
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VIII.   PROJECT SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT

Please note:  The submission of this Record is a prerequisite to candidacy for the Award.  All information contained in  and submitted
with the Record will be kept strictly confidential until announcement of the Award is made.  Subsequently, such material may be made
available by the Aga Khan Award for Architecture and you hereby grant the Aga Khan  Award for Architecture a non-exclusive
licence for the duration of the legal term of copyright (and all rights in the nature of copyright) in the Material submitted to reproduce
the Material or licence the reproduction of the same throughout the world.

The shelter 's core value is to create an environment that will stimulate the creative and culture industry. With that mandate in play, the 
shelter is always creating opportunities for its members to network, utilize the work space, offer affordable business setup, collaborate with 
recognized individuals and most importantly a cluster that will that will harness individuals different talents.  

Al Qouz district - A Movement 
The shelter's location is relevant to its success; it is situated in an industrial zone, the heart of the creative community and urban Dubai. 
When the shelter initiated its concept, the neighbourhood started thriving with different creative individuals recognizing that rent is 
affordable, space is ample and most importantly, people of common goals are situated in the same neighbourhood. 

Since the shelter has been operational, the Al Quoz district has seen a rise in galleries, studios, musical spaces and many other initiatives 
within the creative, arts and cultural field. 

The movement is important as Dubai lacks a district such as Al Quoz that can absorb the creatives within Dubai and the Greater region such 
as New York's Greenwich village, London's Soho or Tokyo's Harujuku. 

Affordable Office Space 
Affordable office space is one of the key qualities the shelter has to offer to entrepreneurs and small businesses. It is extremely expensive to 
operate a business within Dubai and as Dubai does not necessarily cater to smaller businesses, the shelter aims to intervene and offer the 
quintessential solution to facilitate start-ups and nurture creative concepts. With approximately 40 desks available for hire at under 8,000 
USD a year, the shelter is extremely affordable for entrepreneurial ventures. 

Nurturing Talent 
Shelter aims to nurture young talent in the region; with that being a key goal, shelter has developed a scholarship programme that focuses 
on youths with ambitious concepts, activities and other proven ideas that can add value to the community. Shelter is constantly developing 
programs and opportunities in collaboration with various NGO's, non-profits, private and government entities to allow successful impact 
and execution of these efforts. 

Network and Collaboration 
Shelter curates selected events on a weekly basis that allows for various pockets of the intellectual and creative community to come and 
connect wit the members at shelter, hence allowing the network to grow and find collaboration amongst each other. Shelter's events are 
focused on subjects such as finance, arts, music, cinematography, photography, publishing, architecture, design and fashion. 

Unique in Concept 
Shelter is basic in concept, however an important mandate within is to longevity and sustainability. The Shelter was built to withstand its 
trend and conceptual uniqueness and become a landmark for those willing to participate within the creative and cultural community in 
Dubai and greater region. 

With that the shelter was built on mostly reused material, organically designed and put to practical use for members to utilize the space for 
what it is, a creative campus. 

Humanitarian Activities  
Shelter is not limited to only being creatively and culturally viable, it also stresses importance on supporting and raising awareness for 
numerous humanitarian and environmental initiatives. An example is the Shelter recognizing it is located in the heart of an industrial area 
where laborers and workers survive on minimal income and relatively poor living conditions. Shelter hosts fund-raising and awareness 
drives initiated by philanthropists to improve the living conditions of laborers. 



Shelter

Street 318, Al Quoz 4
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Architects Ahmed & Rashid Bin Shabib, 
Manabu Ozawa
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Clients Rashid & Ahmed Bin Shabib
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Commission 2007

Design 2008

Construction 2008

Occupancy 2008

Site 3,252 m2

Ground floor 1,431 m2

Total floor 1,431 m2

Costs 235,817 USD

Programme Located in Dubai’s industrial 
zone, this project reuses an 
abandoned nail factory to 
create low-cost work spaces 
for creative and cultural 
small businesses. The brick 
built structure with two 
steel mezzanines is little 
changed apart from a new 
environmentally-responsive 
roof, and materials used 
internally are recycled where 
possible. MDF partitions 
create flexible, ergonomically 
sound workspaces for 36 
tenants. Shared facilities 
include a cinema, library 
and restaurant, and an events 
programme fosters networking 
and community. Scholarships 
support young talent and fund-
raising drives benefit poor 
labourers in the area. Shelter 
has attracted other organisations 
with common goals to this 
marginal area of Dubai.

Building Type  Cultural Facilities
2010 Award Cycle 3587.UAE
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1

SHELTER ELEMENTS

BRASSERIE & CAFEWORK & MEET LOUNGE & READ

MEET & TALK SHOP & SELL CLASS ROOM & THEATRE

2 3

4 5 6

The Shelter has five 
different creative 
elements. 

1. A place to work, 
network and build 
businesses.

2. Good food and 
affordable coffee

3. Comfortable 
environment and 
reading space

4. Meeting and 
networking with 
friends and 
colleagues

5. A store to 
promote local 
products and 
creative items

6. A class room to 
offer diverse educa-
tional programmes 
and used to 
promote regional 
movies 
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SHELTER STRUCTURE

EXTRA 
LAYOUT
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MATERIALS IDENTIFICATION FORM
Provide a full list of all material being submitted
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TWO A3 PANELS FOR PRESENTATION

CD: DIGITAL IMAGES  

ADDITIONAL A3 PANEL 

TWO COPIES OF THE APPLICATION FORM 

IMAGE IDENTIFICATION FORM 

PODCAST OF EVENT HOSTED IN SHELTER

MAKHAZIN, AN EVENT IN THE SHELTER

 



IMAGE IDENTIFICATION FORM

List each digital image (or photograph or slide) below, and specify the name of the photographer and the date of photography.  In the space designated
"Description", provide a description of the image in English or in French.  Also specify any copyright restrictions, if any.   You may substitute this
form with your own as long as the required information is included.

Document D 3587.UAE

DatePhotographerDescriptionFile name

Print Form

THE SHELTER'S INTERIOR OPEN SPACE

CONTENT COMMITTEE IN AL QOUZ

LIBRARY & STUDY AREA 

CLASS ROOM & THEATRE

OFFICE SPACE WITH VIEW

STORE AND SHOP FRONT 

AN EVENT FOCUSING ON MEDIA IN THE MIDDLE 
EAST

A CSR PROJECT FOR LABROUR CAMPS IN DUBAI

BESPOKE FURNITURE MADE FOR SHELTER

AUDIENCE USING THE ARABIC THEMED SEATING

DESK SYSTEMS DOMESTICALLY DEVELOPED

EXTERIOR SHOT OF THE SHELTER Francis John Contreras

Francis John Contreras

Francis John Contreras

Francis John Contreras

Francis John Contreras

Francis John Contreras

Francis John Contreras

Francis John Contreras

Francis John Contreras

Francis John Contreras

Francis John Contreras

Francis John Contreras001
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